ADVISORY COUNCIL COMMENDS ACTION OF TITLE HOLDERS

Intercollegiate Titles In Fails And Tumbling Held By Institute Men

STRAIGHT "T"S AWARDED

Propose I. A. C. A. A. and New England Meets Be Arts

At the monthly meeting of the Advisory Council on Athletics held last evening the council voted to recommend to the president for official commendation two members of Institute athletic squads who in two weeks captured two intercollegiate titles. Last Friday Joseph L. Levee '28 won the intercollegiate foil title, and on Saturday, May 27, secured the intercollegiate tumbling title. Records of both these events are now on deposit at the Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory in Washington, D.C., and in the United States Olympic Committee. Photographic prints of each of these events were sent to the Institute, and copies will be distributed among the members of the Liason Committee on Athletics. The council also wishes to express its gratitude to the Carnegie Geophysical Laboratory for its assistance in obtaining these records. It also desires to congratulate the members of the Liason Committee on Athletics for their efforts in obtaining these records.

MASS MEETING OF ALL MEN INTERESTED IN SPORTS IS CALLED FOR NEXT FRIDAY

Dr. Rowe's Statement To Student Body

"The future of Technology athletics is in possibly a more hazardous condition at this time in the last ten years. De- crease in enrollment, the fact that the Institute means a decrease in income to the Athletic Department is now faced with the problem of making $2500 profit for athletics, while developed conditions have necessitated also to face a deficit of $2000. At the start of the drive the A. A. made an optimistic statement of the problem to the public, and it was pointed out at that time that the business of managers and Tech Show that no difficulty would be encountered in making $2500 profit for athletics, later developments have necessitated that hard shoveling ahead if the desired profit is to be made.
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